You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for PHILIPS QG3371/16. You'll
find the answers to all your questions on the PHILIPS QG3371/16 in the user manual (information, specifications, safety advice,
size, accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
1) 1 Mini foil shaver 2 Nose/ear hair trimmer 3 Hair clipper 4 Full metal precision trimmer 5 Full metal beard trimmer 6 Handle 7 On/off button 8 TURBO
button 9 Battery status indicator/Turbo LED 10 Storage pouch 11 Small plug 12 Adapter 13 Cleaning brush 14 Beard and moustache comb (1-18mm) 15 Hair
clipping comb (3-20mm) Important Read this user manual carefully before you use the appliance and save it for future reference. danger -- Keep the adapter
dry. Warning -- Check if the voltage indicated on the adapter corresponds to the local mains voltage before you connect the appliance. english 5 -- The
adapter contains a transformer. Do not cut off the adapter to replace it with another plug, as this causes a hazardous situation. english 5 -- The adapter
contains a transformer. -- Keep the appliance and its cord out of the reach of children. Caution -- Use, charge and store the appliance at a temperature
between 5°C and 35°C. -- Only use the adapter supplied to charge the appliance. english 5 -- The adapter contains a transformer.
-- If the adapter is damaged, always have it replaced with one of the original type in order to avoid a hazard. -- Always check the appliance before you use it.
Do not use the appliance if any of its parts is damaged or broken, as this may cause injury. Compliance with standards -- This appliance complies with the
internationally approved IEC Safety regulations and can be safely cleaned under the tap. -- This Philips appliance complies with all standards regarding
electromagnetic fields (EMF).
@@ 6 English Charging Charging takes approximately 1 hour. @@@@@@Note:You can also quick charge the appliance, a 5 minute charge equals
approx. 5 minutes of operating time. 1 Switch off the appliance before you charge it. 2 Insert the small plug into the appliance.
3 Put the adapter in the wall socket. Using the appliance The appliance is equipped with a turbo power boost for fast results and a memory function that
remembers the last used speed setting. Hair clipping Preparing for hair clipping 1 Make sure that the head of the person whose hair you intend to cut is at the
same level as your chest. This ensures that all parts of the head are clearly visible and within easy reach. 2 Comb the hair in the growth direction. English
Hair clipping with hair clipping comb 1 Place the hair clipper on the handle (1) and turn it clockwise to fix it (2). 7 2 Slide the hair clipping comb into the
guiding grooves on both sides of the handle. @@You can choose any setting between 3 and 20mm in steps of 1mm. Tip:Write down the hair length settings
you selected to create a certain hairstyle as a reminder for future clipping sessions. 4 Switch on the appliance.
5 Move the appliance slowly and against the direction of hair growth. press lightly. Note: Since hair grows in different directions, you need to move the
appliance in different directions as well (upward, downward or across). 8 English 6 Always make sure that the flat part of the comb is in full contact with the
scalp to obtain an even result. Make overlapping passes over the head to ensure that you cut all the hair that needs to be cut. press lightly. Hair clipping
without hair clipping comb You can use the trimmer without comb to clip hair very close to the skin (to a length of 1mm) or to create contours. Caution: Be
careful when you clip without the comb because the trimmer removes every hair it comes in contact with. 1 Press the setting selector (1) and slide the comb
upwards (2). Then pull the comb off the appliance (3).
2 Before you start to contour the hairline around the ears, comb the hair ends over the ears. 3 Tilt the appliance in such a way that only one edge of the
trimmer touches the hair. Only cut the hair ends. The hairline should be close to the ear. 4 To contour the neckline and sideburns, turn the appliance and
make downward strokes.
5 Move the appliance slowly and smoothly. Do not move the trimmer too fast. make smooth and gentle movements. @@@@@@You can choose any setting
between 1 and 18mm in steps of 1mm. 4 Switch on the appliance.
5 Slowly move the trimmer against the hair growth direction. @@ 4 Switch on the appliance. @@It cuts hair very close to the skin (to a length of 1mm).
@@@@@@@@3 Make careful and controlled movements with the precision trimmer. @@@@2 Make sure your nostrils are clean. @@Do not insert the
tip more than 0. 5cm into your nostril. @@@@@@2 Clean the outer ear channel. Make sure it is free from wax. @@4 Carefully insert the tip into the outer
ear channel.
Do not insert the tip more than 0. 5cm into the ear channel as this could damage the eardrum. @@Note:The appliance does not need any lubrication. Clean
the appliance after each use. @@2 Remove any comb and/or attachment from the appliance. @@@@5 Clean the adapter with the cleaning brush or a dry
cloth. keep the adapter dry. @@The shaving foil is very delicate. handle it carefully. @@Do not clean the shaving foil with the cleaning brush, as this may
cause damage.
2 Blow and/or shake out any hair that has accumulated inside the mini foil shaver. 3 Clean the top part of the mini foil shaver under a lukewarm tap. Storage
Store the appliance and attachments in the storage pouch to prevent damage, or store it on the storage stand. English 13 Ordering accessories To buy
accessories or spare parts, visit www. Environment -- Do not throw away the appliance with the normal household waste at the end of its life, but hand it in at
an official collection point for recycling.
By doing this, you help to preserve the environment. -- The built-in rechargeable battery contains substances that may pollute the environment. Always
remove the battery before you discard and hand in the appliance at an official collection point. Dispose of the battery at an official collection point for
batteries. If you have trouble removing the battery, you can also take the appliance to a Philips service centre.
The staff of this centre will remove the battery for you and will dispose of it in an environmentally safe way. Removing the rechargeable battery Only remove
the rechargeable battery when you discard the appliance. Make sure the battery is completely empty when you remove it. Be careful, the battery strips and
housing parts are very sharp. 1 Check if there are any screws in the back or front of the appliance. if so , remove them. 14 English 2 Remove the back and/or
front panel of the appliance with a screwdriver. If necessary, also remove additional screws and/or parts until you see the printed circuit board with the
rechargeable battery. 3 If necessary, cut the wires to separate the printed circuit board and the rechargeable battery from the appliance. @@@@Possible
cause You do not attach the comb correctly.
The guiding grooves are dirty. the comb is broken. @@Clean the appliance and the guiding grooves thoroughly. @@English 15 Problem The appliance does
not work anymore. Make sure you switch off the appliance before you charge it.
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During charging, the charging light on the adapter flashes. If the charging light does not flash, check whether there is a power failure or if the wall socket is
live. The appliance does not charge when it is connected to the mains. The appliance does not trim as well as it used to. the appliance becomes hot.
The appliance has to be switched off when you charge it. Remove the attachment from the The cutting appliance. clean the attachment under a element
lukewarm tap. Of the attachment you are using is dirty. Remove the attachment from the The cutting appliance.
clean the attachment under a element lukewarm tap. Of the attachment you are using is dirty. Sikkerhed og support Hvis du brug for hjælp eller support,
bedes du besøge www. Svenska 145 Introduktion Grattis till inköpet och välkommen till Philips! 1 Se till att apparaten är avstängd och inte ansluten till
elnätet. Garanti och support Om du behöver information eller support kan du gå till www.
.
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